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IAAER Activities
ACCA Early Career Workshop and AMIS IAAER 2019 Joint Conference in Bucharest,
Romania
Since 2008 IAAER organizes annual paper development workshops for early career consortia
on the days preceding the International Accounting and Management Information Systems
(AMIS) conference in Bucharest, Romania. ACCA provides generous financial support for this
workshop and supported 11 presenters and 10 other young researchers from Romania, Czech
Republic, Poland and Turkey during this year’s workshop on June 3-4. Participants benefited
from the presentations and feedback offered by 10 international mentors. The program
included four panels and presentations on methodological issues, advice on how to conduct
research and publish in international journals, and five sections where young scholars
presented their research proposals and received individual feedback.
Following the workshop, 130 participants from 16 countries, academics and practitioners
alike, attended the joint AMIS IAAER conference, held on June 5-6 in Bucharest, Romania. The
program included six panels and 17 parallel sessions with 55 papers presented. IAAER coorganized two major panels. “The audit of the future”, moderated by Holger Erchinger (KPMG
and IAAER Board of Advisors) and featuring Prof. Keryn Chalmers (Swinburne University of
Technology and IAAER President) as well as “Financial reporting in a two-GAAP world”,
moderated by Prof. Katherine Schipper (Duke University and IAAER past president) stimulated
vibrant discussions among the conference delegates.
IFAC’s new approach to advancing Accountancy Education
With the IAESB’s discontinuation beyond June 2019, IFAC has announced its plans for
transitioning to a new approach to advancing accountancy education at the global level.
Details on the new approach to advancing accountancy education are available here.
IAAER Conferences
EARLY ANNOUNCEMENT: APACAM/ITAM IAAER Joint Conference, Mexico City (Mexico),
September 9-11, 2020 (provisionally)
EARLY ANNOUNCEMENT: IAAER/Taiwan Accounting Association Joint Conference, Taipei
(Taiwan), 2021 (dates to be confirmed)
Calls for papers and conferences announcements
Meditari Accountancy Research, Special Issue on “New Challenges in Sustainability
Reporting”, August 31, 2019
Guest-edited by Alessandro Lai and Riccardo Stacchezzini, Meditari Accountancy Research
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invites submissions for its Special Issue on “New Challenges in Sustainability Reporting”. The
full call for papers is available here.
Advances in Accounting Education: Teaching and Curriculum Innovations
Submissions are invited for forthcoming volumes of Advances in Accounting Education (AIAE).
AIAE publishes a wide variety of articles dealing with accounting education at the college and
university level. AIAE encourages readable, relevant, and reliable articles in all areas of
accounting education including auditing, financial and managerial accounting, forensic
accounting, governmental accounting, taxation, accounting systems, etc. Articles from outside
the U.S. are encouraged. The full call for papers is available here
IASB Research Forum in Short Hills (New Jersey, USA), October 28, 2019
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) will hold a Research Forum in
conjunction with the Journal of International Accounting Research (JIAR) in Short Hills, New
Jersey, USA, on October 28-29, 2019. Further information is available here.
International Scientific and Practical Conference “Social and Economic Development of
Countries and Regions through Clusters” (Samara, Russia), May 20-21, 2020
The National Institute of Professional Accountants, Financial Managers and Economists (NIPA)
in collaboration with the Samara State University of Economics and supported by the Samara
Regional Duma (Parliament) hold an International Scientific and Practical Conference “Social
and Economic Development of Countries and Regions through Clusters” on May 20-21, 2020 at
the Samara Regional Duma (Parliament) and Samara State University of Economics. Further
information is available here.

